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Last year Roger Rassool and myself spoke to you about an
explosive detection system that we were developing. Significant
advances have been made on that device since then, so that now
we have a production protype. It is our intention to tell you
about these developments, but perhaps to look a little further
into some other applications of the technique we
use...applications associated with the detection of the scourge of
modern warfare...antipersonnel landmines.

I would like to say that we have been significantly encouraged in
our efforts by members of this association, especially Laurie
Gardiner.

You see, we come from the rather secluded world of the School
of Physics of the University of Melbourne, and we are involved in
what is termed "PURE" research. No need to have an
application in mind, we only want to know why.

However as you know, and we found out, in the real world there
are some DIRTY problems.
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In our PURE research mode we design and carry out experiments that try to
answer questions about the nucleus.. That immensely dense small part of every
atom. To do this we use expensive accelerators at overseas universities
(Australia cannot afford them here).

This does have some compensations since we need to spend weeks at a time at
research labs in Japan, the USA and currently in Sweden. These experiments
are usually part of a PhD degree of our bright students. We write papers on the
results, and these are read by our friends, and in out PURE world we make a
reasonable contribution.

In the process, and over the years we have built up a significant expertise in
experimental techniques. We know about detecting radiation, we can design
very sophisticated computer controlled systems to collect and analyze the data.
In fact within the photonuclear world we are well respected.



Bomb beat security scan
By DAVID WILSON,

MARY ANN STENBERG

Thursday 3 March 1994
Thursday, 3 March 1994

Adelaide.
Thedevice used in :y^?t0i4^y:

!;^:t^p'p.?tt$tyle! i ^ 0 ^ t̂tapK PH: ̂  Adelaide headquarters of the National
Crime Authority appears tb:h;iv;e::sjipp<^:$roug^ sophisticated;cietectiozvequipment.
The letter-bomb attack, which was condemned by the Prime Minister as "a wicked and evil thing", rocked
the NCA offices about 9.15am, killing a senior detective and injuring four other NCA staff.
The bombing has sparked an investigation by a special police taskforce drawn from the NCA and the
Australian Federal Police, with officers from the South Australian Police.
The Justice Minister, Mr Kerr, said the NCA would not be intimidated by the attack. "1 assure the Australian
public that the Government and the NCA's resolve to fight organised crime will only be strengthened as a
result of this cowardly attack on innocent people," he said.
The head of the NCA, Mr Tom Sherman, said: "This is a very serious attack on the authority and its staff
members and it will not be tolerated."
Detective Sergeant Geoffrey Leigh Bowen, 36, is believed to have been handling the letter after it had been
examined, scanned and cleared by security staff at the NCA offices in Waymouth Street in the city centre.
He was killed when the explosion gutted an office on the 12th floor of the building. A second man, an NCA
lawyer, originally from Ballarat, was critically injured. He was in a stable condition last night in an Adelaide
hospital.
Mr: *******; saidthat:;despjte 'thai sorAisti44Ubft ;6f[^ft;::aif$onty's vetting procedures, there were some
fexplbsives, induding plastic Sev;ices,;that co;uMffii£ b^:pi$#l 'up by: scanners.
He|said:$eie :^as:;no::reason:t<c^suspecti^yl j^pse:!n:$^Upty;:prQcedures. ' ^ s :l::u^derstand it, most of the
scSnhirigiiiieyicps # j aaitj'm not: ?t;vrarKl expej^iri :these:niatters :-i;focuSrbn: y/hat;i'<j ̂ cSliiferrpus elements,"
fijsi saidi
JlSut :tnere ireisom&piasUes ^
Security was immediately tightened at NCA offices around the country in response to the attack. Security has

Those who saw the video last year will know that the event that
reminded us that there was a real world of dirty problems, was
the bombing on March 3 1994 of the NCA offices in Adelaide.
This un-australian event shocked me, and when the newspaper
report said that the bomb could not have been detected, we told
the NCA that if they could not have detected the bomb our
research group could have.
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We named that device, SNUPA, since the method of detection
relies on Slow Neutron absorption by the nitrogen in the
explosive. We believe it has Universal applications, extending
beyond the examination of small parcels for bombs. I will tell
you about the development of the SNUPA prototype and some of
these other developments shortly,
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Principle of operation
The Proof of Principle
The Production Prototype
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Humanitarian aspects
Anti-personnel Landmines
Anti-tank Landmines



Photonuclear Research Team

Dr. Max Thompson
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Ph D Student

Prof. M. Hadizadeh

Prof K. G. McNeil!

Because we have a research group, we have access to a number
of smart students who are studying for PhD degrees. This year
2, next year several more. This backup group is an important
factor in the development. Over the past year we have been able
to emply Alex Kuzin as a research fellow, and he has taken the
responsibility of the day to day development work. Again
fortunately we have been able to call upon overseas expers from
other universities, Prof McNeill and Dr. Hadizadeh.



Principle of Operation

Explo element

20^
40%

We detect the nitrogen using
nuclear techniques

Let me now tell you how the device operates. I will not give you
a complete course in nuclear physics, with an emphasis on
neutron capture, but I think that you might be interested to
know how fundamental is the principle of operation, and how
this might lead to its fundamental integrity and reliability.

With few exceptions, explosives contain large amounts of the
element nitrogen. This is contrary to most common compounds.
We use a nuclear technique to measure the nitrogen.

This means that in order to detect the explosive we do not need
to look for metal detonators, or batteries, or rely on chemical
sniffing methods.



The Nitrogen Atom

Each atom of nitrogen has a
nucleus at its centre.

Here is an atom of nitrogen At its centre is the tiny nucleus
which contains all the mass of the atom. The nucleus is 10,000
smaller than the atom!!



The Nitrogen Nucleus

Each nucleus of nitrogen
contains
7 protons

7 neutron

This tiny nucleus contains nuclear particles protons and
neutrons. There are 7 protons, which number determines that it
is nitrogen, and 7 neutrons which help to bind the nucleus
together.

99.7% of all the nitrogen in the universe has 14 particles and we
call it nitrogen 14. However it is possible to add an extra
neutron to the nucleus to make nitrogen 15. This is the process
we use to detect the nitrogen in the explosive.



1 4N 15N

neutron
1O.8MeVy-ray

If we can put an extra neutron into the 14N nucleus it becomes too massive, and
releases excess energy in the form of a very high energy gamma ray. This
gamma ray has an energy of 10.8 MeV, and ONLY nitrogen can emit a gamma
ray of this energy.

Thus we detect the nitrogen by detecting the number of 10.8-MeV gamma rays.
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You may recall the proof-of-principle unit that we showed previously. It is now
relegated to a corner of the lab. However it provided a source of neutrons which
allowed 200 gram of explosive to be detected in 2 minutes. No automation, just
put the sample in and wait for the result.

Over the past year we have produced a production prototype that is shown in the
next slide.
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In the past year we have developed a commercial prototype that is shown here.
We believe that this unit will find a market in threat sensitive companies and
embassies. The unit can scan incoming mail quickly, and accurately, and
involves no operator judgement.

The unit is now able to detect lOOgram of RDX in a scan time of 30 seconds.
This explosive might well be within the other mail items loaded into the
receiver. SNUPA willrescan any suspicious item, and will indicate with a
warning if a suspect item is confirmed.
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Future Developments
•Risk Resolution

Suspicious item examination

•Airmail parcel inspection

•Custom examination

Modification to detect other elements

We believe that in addition to examining incoming mail, SNUPA, even in its
present form is well suited to examine suspicious parcels found by security
personnel. Such a facility would seem to have a likely role during the 2000
Olympics.

The need to examine all airfreighted mail for explosives is a grwing probability.
We have no doubt that the principle of SNUPA can be adapted to a larger
system that would be able to scan outgoing mail at a suitably fast rate.

We are currently waiting the results of a funding proposal to adapt the SNUPA
principle to the detection of gamma rays from elements othere than nitrogen.
With improved gamma ray detectors we anticipate being able to identify
specific compounds, such as drugs, sealed within parcels arriving in this
country.
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I would now like to move to a use of this technique in an area which is dear to
our hearts, and which we have always intended to move towards. Detection of
landmines, particularly anti-personnel landmines.

This scourge of recent wars continues to maim and kill well after hostilities have
ended. In Cambodia, Afganistan, Mozambique, Angola and many others. The
Ottawa protocol will hopefully ban the use in future, but the legacy is there.
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Some facts about Landmines

•More than 50 million worldwide

•Remain active for 50 years

•Cost ~$US5 each

•Cost to clear ~$US1000

•Explosive content.: 50 gram-several kilogram

•Many modern mines contain no metal parts.
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Some AP-Landmine
detection Technologies

Sensor technology

Metal detection
Prodding
Dogs
Passive infrared
Ground penetrating radar
Neutron activation analysis
Active acoustic
Active seismic
Chemical sensing
Nuclear quadrupole reson.

Maturity

Available
Available
Available
Near
Near
Near
Mid
Mid
Mid
Far

Cost and
Complexity
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
High
High

Demining teams use metal detectors that work by measuring the disturbance of
an emitted electromagnetic field caused by the presence of metallic objects in
the soil [Jas96] [MIT96].

Magnetometers are also employed, but almost exclusively for ferromagnetic
objects (e.g. UXO).These sensors do not radiate any energy, but only measure
the disturbance of the earth's natural electromagnetic field [JPL95].

Both types of detectors cannot differentiate a mine/UXO from metallic debris.
In most battlefields,but not only there unfortunately, the soil is contaminated by
large quantities of shrapnel, metal scraps, cartridge cases, etc., leading to 100-
1000 false alarms for each real mine. Each alarm means a waste of time and
induces a loss of concentration

Whether or not the deminer can use a metal detector, he will sooner or later
have to prod the ground. Using rigid sticks of metal, about 25 cm long, the
deminer scans the soil at a shallow angle of typically 30°. Each time he feels
something, he must check the contour of the object to determine if it is a mine.
This is dangerous because the mine could have moved and the sensitive surface
turned straight to the operator
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Dogs are used for the search of mines because their great smell sensibility (10-
12 to 10-13 g of explosive) allows them to detect mines with a good reliability.
Obstacles to be faced are, for example, dog training costs, sensitivity to
environmental conditions, time necessary to train and the fact and they tire
rapidly.

Nevertheless, dogs are known to work, under certain conditions, but it is not yet
fully clear how (using also other senses?), nor what exactly they detect and in
which concentration (explosive's vapours or other substances leaking from the
mine or from its surface, trace particles deposited in and on the soil around the
mine).

Localization accuracy is usually not very good (several meters), given that the
explosive's odour can penetrate the ground and the vegetation in an area up to
10 meters from the real location of the mine after some months, and that trace
particles might also be scattered around. The mine's vapour release rate can also
change significantly over time after burial. Several passes with different dogs
might be needed over a given area.

Precise localization is not a problem when verifying with dogs vast stretches of
land, in order to save precious time by concentrating on areas which really need
to de demined.
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Some AP-Landmine
detection Technologies

Sensor technology

Metal detection
Prodding
Dogs
Passive infrared
Ground penetrating radar
Neutron activation analysis
Active acoustic
Active seismic
Chemical sensing
Nuclear quadrupole reson.

Maturity

Available
Available
Available
Near
Near
Near
Mid
Mid
Mid
Far

Cost and
Complexity
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
High
High

Let's look at some of the other techniques used to find landmines.
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Mines retain or release heat at a different rate than their surrounding, and during
natural temperature variations of the environment it is possible, using IR
cameras, to measure the thermal contrast between the soil over a buried mine
and the soil close to it.

When this contrast is due to the disturbed soil layer above and around the mine
(resulting from the burying operation) a surface effect can be detectable for
some time (say weeks) after burial and enhances the mine's signature.

Results obtained with passive infrared imagers can depend quite heavily on the
environmental conditions and there are cross over periods (in the evening and in
the morning) when thethermal contrast is negligible and the mine undetectable.

IR images of a gravel road, taken with an IR camera positioned 3m above the
ground and inclined downwards from the horizontal plane by 40 degrees, are
shown. The three dark blobs in the left bottom are caused by recently buried
mine surrogates with the larger blob corresponding to an AT surrogate and the
other two to AP surrogates.

Likewise the three dark blobs in the right bottom are caused by long-buried
surrogates (again 1 AT, 2 APs). The same configuration of surrogates can be
seen in Figure 4, but the blobs are light.
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Figure 1: A typical low metal AP mine (Type
72) A tenth of a gram of metal

Modern mines (Figure 1) can have almost no metal parts, the striker pin
excepted for example.

Although metal detectors can be tuned to be sensitive enough to detect these
small items (current detectors can track a tenth of a gram of metal at a depth of
10 cm), this may not always be practically feasible, as it will also lead to the
detection of smaller debris and increase considerably the false alarms rate.
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Proposed anti-personell
landmine detector

Large array of
Portable neutron gamma-ray

detectors

What would we need to apply the TNA technique to discovering AP landmines.
Recall that these have explosive masses as low as 60 gram. In SNUPA we can
detect 100 gram in less than a minute, but in what are optimal conditions.

With 100 gram buried 10 cm under the ground, with a consequent low flux of
slow neutrons , we will have some problems.

We have made a proposal together with colleagues at a Canadian university, for
Canadian funding to research and attack this problem. Let me tell you briefly
how we think we would go.

Neutrons Much greater intensity: small portable accelerator (d,d) reaction.

Focusing We propose that a heavy scatterer at the point where the neutrons are
made will allow a beam of neutrons to be directed towards the ground.

Gamma detectors One detector for such small amounts of explosive is unreal.
We plan to use an array of detectors, similar to the gamma-ray cameras used in
medical diagnosis. With this we propose that we would actually map the
location of any landmines in the range of the syste.
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Such a system would need to be transportable, and we envisage that it would be
mounted on a vehicle something like the diagram shown.
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In this humanitarian endeavour, we have had some discussions with Bill van
Rees. The role of verification of indications by other means including dogs, has
spurred us on. However we know the problem of finding AP mines is a long-
term one.

On the other hand, it appears that many larger mines, AT mines, also are now
hard to find by conventional methods.. .the metal content is very small. The AT
landmines left on the roads in Afganistan for example mean that isolated
villages remain just that. They cannot get to the town for provisions or medical
aid, except by long trips.

Such AT landmines contain many Kg of explosive, and we believed that we
could readily find such a mine, or at least confirm it amongst other indications,
and hence speed up the clearing time.
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We therefore quickly built a simple proof-of-principle unit consisting of one of
our gamma-ray detectors and a single neutron source. We assumed that the
ground would slow the neutrons down, and that the amount of nitrogen in the
explosive would, even if 20 cm under the surface, be detectable.

We were right. In less than a minute we identified the phantom mine.

Now we know that it is a long trip from POP unit to Prototype, but given
encouragement, and funding for the research we will do it. We have already
demonstrated the POP unit to ordinance officers.
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Summary
Thermal Neutron Activation provides:

• A commercial letter-bomb scanner

• Threat resolution unit

• Contraband identification

• Applications to landmine verification
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